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SRSCORP ALASKA: NATIVE SPECIALISTS
SRSCORP Alaska consists of Tribal Archaeologists from the Chilkat/Chilkoot Tlingit and ChampagneAishihik First Nations tribal groups. This Alaskan Native-owned corporation combines both aspects of
the sister companies, SRSINC CA and SRSCORP CA, by weaving together Archaeology, History, and
Ethnography of the Northwest. An extensive—nearly 3,000 book—library was compiled, including
applicable previous archaeological studies, journals, explorers’ and/or miners’ missionary records, military
reports, and other scientific and ethnographic studies for Southeast Alaska. By 2011, Native
Archaeological Training Programs were being conducted and co-sponsored by the University of Alaska
SE, Sealaska Heritage Foundation, Chilkoot Indian Association, Chilkat Indian Village, ChampagneAishihik First Nations, and Sheldon Museum and Cultural Center. These led to the development of the
Chilkat Historic Preservation Office, which was formed to preserve and protect Ancient Ancestral Sites
through ethnographic and archaeological investigations. The active branch of this Office are the Native
Archaeological Resource Specialists who perform background studies on traditional sites, researching
ethnographic reports comprising origin stories, historic maps and photographs, genealogical compilations,
Elder interviews, archaeological field studies [including tree-ring dating], and archaeological laboratory
studies [including radiocarbon dating]. All of these combine to provide a detailed picture of the Tlingit People
and Traditional Cultural Places.

MISSION STATEMENT
In accord with the mission of the century-old Alaska Native Brotherhood and Alaska Native Sisterhood, the
mission of SRSCORP is to work for the betterment of the Alaska peoples by working tirelessly for the protection
and preservation of Alaska Ancestral Sites. A major goal of the company is in educating Native and nonNative personnel about the purpose, methods, and techniques of cultural resource management, which is
the vehicle for preserving Traditional Cultural Places and Sacred Sites. A product of this goal has been the
formation of the Native Archaeological Resource Specialists [NARS]. Members of this elite group have
participated in the Native Archaeological Training Programs offered by SRSCORP, and are fully qualified
to act as Native Archaeological Monitors during construction projects. As part of this process, these
individuals are taught to research each project area by looking at the archaeological, ethnographic, and
historic background of the site through locating historic maps, photographs, missionaries, traders and agency
diaries, school records, and anthropologists’ records and reports. Family genealogies are compiled for each
project and oral interviews are conducted with Native Elders. In this way, all readily-available information for
the area is collected and then returned to the Tribal group, fully documenting their cultural knowledge and
establishing their land rights.
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STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS
SRSCORP Alaska consists of an elite group of Native Alaskan researchers conducting Cultural Resource
Management [CRM] who have collectively compiled and analyzed hundreds of Tlingit placenames and
historic maps dating back to 1869, when the first Tlingit cartographer produced a local trail map with his
two wives. His grandson became the first Native Ethnographer for the University of Pennsylvania while he
was employed as a Collector for their Museum. His collections also included certification of important
artifacts and regalia by providing written accounts of clan origin stories and clan events associated with
these items. The Tlingit tribal group is well-known for their totem poles, canoes, gold and silver bracelets
(along with other forms of jewelry), and Chilkat blankets. Because of this, thousands of pieces of historic
data exist, including historic photographs from
approximately 50 turn-of-the-century photographers often
catering to the tourist and postcard trade. Due to the Gold
Rush, thousands of would-be miners descended on the
area and many miners’ diaries exist, as well as cannery
workers, scientific explorers, traders, and military men
accounts. In addition, cultural historians left their records
behind. SRSCORP Alaska provides a local repository for
these materials during the research efforts from Cultural
Resource Management projects and uses these resources
in Native Archaeological Training Programs.

COMPANY LOCATION
The central location for SRSCORP Alaska is a 60’ x 24’ office
located in an ex-bomb shelter, which forms the lowest floor of
a 3 story house in Haines, Alaska. Two-feet thick walls, in-floor
heating, and heavily insulated walls and ceiling provide for very
tight climate controls for artifact stabilization. This great room
contains several distinct special-use zones including a
Teaching Center with a one-piece conference table from a
large old-growth Sitka Spruce, an extensive library, and a
cartographic space with elevated map table and map storage
chutes. The Digital Workspace has several desks with
dedicated computers providing the digital center for the office.
Critical to our program is the digital curation program,
PastPerfect, which has been customized for this group. The third area consists of a series of couches and
stuffed chairs for encouraging “Talking Circles” and VTS (visual thinking strategies) with video systems.
The great room finishes with a fourth sector which physically comprises a Specialized Laboratory with
comparative geological materials, prehistoric/ historic artifacts, skeletal collections and dedicated laboratory
equipment.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Tribal Archaeologists for the Chilkat/Chilkoot Tlingit and Champagne-Aishihik First Nations
tribal groups meeting place
Native Archaeological Training Programs
Approximately 2,400 sq. ft. offices and laboratory
2,800 Book Specialized Library for Northwest Coast archaeology, ethnography, history,
geology and paleontology and Tlingit, Haida, and Southern Tutchone folklore
Laboratory with digitized microscopes linked to computer operations, scales, calipers,
measurement boards, etc.
Field equipment: Bobcat ‘ToolCat’ for off-road vehicular surveys and excavations;
Geophysical equipment
PastPerfect Integrated Digital Cataloguing through a Customized Cultural Landscape
module
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PERSONNEL
NATIVE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCE SPECIALISTS
The Native Archaeological Resource Specialists [NARS] is a group that consists of over twenty
Native people who have been trained in Cultural Resource Management [CRM] in order to
preserve and protect ancient Tlingit sites. The group was trained by SRS CORP Alaska under an
independent program, and is now the active branch of the Chilkat Historic Preservation Office
[CHPO], Chilkat Indian Village [CIV] at Klukwan, Alaska. Ten participants in the NARS program
have taken part in training programs on numerous occasions and are routinely called on for
archaeological and ethnohistoric investigations for federal, state, local agency, and private
corporation projects. Participants have worked for Alaska DNR Forestry, Alaska DNR Parks and
Recreation, and Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities [ADOT&PF] on behalf
of the Federal Highway Administration, as well as numerous Haines-area private business
owners/developers.
The mission of the Alaska Native Brotherhood [ANB] and Alaska Native Sisterhood [ANS] is a model
for NARS and is: “to better the lives of Native people and their families; to fight for civil rights and
land rights for all Native people; to share the cultural knowledge, wisdom, and artistic beauty of
Native tribal societies; and to strive for a spirit of brotherhood and sisterhood among all people.”
In accordance with the mission of the century-old ANB and ANS, the mission of Archaeological/
Ethnographic firm, SRSCORP Alaska, is to strive for the betterment of the Alaska peoples by working
tirelessly for the protection and preservation of Alaska Ancestral Sites. A major goal of the company
is in educating Native and non-Native personnel about the purpose, methods, and techniques of
cultural resource management, which is the vehicle for preserving Traditional Cultural Places and
Sacred Spiritual Sites.
A product of this goal has been the formation of the Native Archaeological Resource Specialists
[NARS]. Members of this elite group have participated in the Native Archaeological Training
Programs offered by SRSCORP and are fully qualified to act as Native Archaeological Monitors
during construction projects, as shown on their resumes. As part of this process, they were taught
to research each project area by looking at the archaeological, ethnographic, and historic
background of the site through locating historic maps, photographs, missionaries, traders and
agency diaries, school records, and anthropologists records and reports. Family genealogies are
compiled for each project and oral interviews conducted with Native Elders. In this way, all readily
available information for the area is collected and then brought back full circle to the Tribal group,
fully documenting their ancient cultural knowledge and helping to establish their original land rights.
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[NANCY] ANASTASIA WILEY, PhD
CHILKAT HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICE DIRECTOR

EDUCATION

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Adjunct Professor, UAS
Juneau AK: Summer Field
Classes
2011, 2012, 2013, 2014

Tlingit Name: Gagaan Shaawát, Adopted
Kaagwaantaan Eagle Clan

M.A., Mount St. Mary’s
College Course work;
emphasis: Native American
Spirituality, 2005
Ph.D. University of
Pennsylvania Classical
Archaeology, 1979

M.A. University of
Pennsylvania, Classical
Archaeology, 1971

B.A. State University of
New York, Albany Ancient
Greek, Anthropology, 1970

REGISTRATIONS &
CERTIFICATES
Section 106 Essentials,
Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation
(2016)
Protecting Spiritual Places
& Monitoring Cultural Sites,
National Indian Justice
Center (2014)
National Preservation
Institute Certifications:
NEPA Compliance and
Cultural Resources (2009)
Consultation and Protection
of Native American Sacred
Lands (2009)
Identification and
Management of Traditional
Cultural Places (2009)
Society of Professional
Archaeologists:
Register of Professional
Archaeologists #10461
(2003)
Historical Archaeology
Certification (1988)
Prehistoric Field Research
Certification (1986)

Due to her strong background in history and
architecture at Univ. of Penn, she was one of the
few in the United States to be certified for both
Prehistoric
Field
Studies
and
Historic
Archaeology by the Society of Professional
Archaeologists. These tools have served her well
as Research Director and Principal Investigator
on over 2,000 jobs for the oldest cultural resource
management firm, SRS Corp (est. 1973) in
Southern California, utilizing archaeological,
historic, ethnographic, and geophysical studies. Within the last eight years, Dr.
Wiley has expanded her expertise to include intensive training in Native
American cultural studies and has worked as a Tribal Archaeological
Consultant for the Chilkoot/Chilkat Tlingit in Haines and Klukwan, Alaska. She
has obtained certifications in NEPA compliance and cultural resources, and
application of federal standards to the identification, management, consultation
and protection of Native American Traditional Cultural Places and Sacred
Lands. Dr. Wiley is married to Tlingit/Southern Tutchone Native, Ted Wiley,
and has been adopted into the Tlingit Eagle-Kaagwaantaan-Wolf House and
the elite Yanwaa Shaá. For the last 8 years she has worked with prehistoric
and historic sites in SE Alaska. Dr. Wiley was an Adjunct Professor at
University of Alaska Southeast for four consecutive summers, where she runs
the Native Archaeological Training Program in Haines/Klukwan, Alaska. Since
2013, Dr. Wiley has been Director of the Chilkat Historic Preservation Office
(CHPO) for the Chilkat Indian Village.

SUMMARY PROJECT EXPERIENCE AND DESCRIPTIONS
2016, CURRENT YEAR

Eligibility Evaluation for Listing Kaatx’waaltu in the National Register of
Historic Places, Chilkat Indian Village [CIV], Klukwan, Alaska
2013-2016, CHPO, DIRECTOR

Chilkat Historic Preservation Office (CHPO), Director, Chilkat Indian Village
[CIV] at Klukwan, Alaska.

Tribal Historic Preservation Office/Officer Program Application Chilkat Indian
Village [CIV] at Klukwan, National Park Service
2010-2016, ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, DIRECTOR

2015- 6.5 Mile Burial Investigations, Chilkoot Indian Association [CIA] &
Laboratory Skeletal Analysis, 5-day Seminar, 6.5 Mile Burial Remains, with
Forensic Anthropologist Kassie Sugimoto, SRScorp, Haines, Alaska

2015- 2015- Chilkat Cultural Landscape Display, Jilkaat Kwaan Cultural
Heritage Center [JKCHC]

2013 & 2014: Kaatx’waaltú /Chookanya Traditional Use Area Ethnohistory/
Archaeology- Area Survey & Site Excavations, Chilkat Indian Village [CIV]

2012 & 2013- Chilkoot Inlet Placename Map and Chilkat Valley Placename
Map with Christopher Hotch.

2012- SKG-543, 21-Mile Haines Highway Site Survey and Excavations,
ADOT&PF- Federal Highways Administration

2012- Chilkoot Village Site Complex: SKG-00018 Investigations- Survey and
Excavations, GIS Mapping, Dept. Parks and Recreation

2011- T’a Noow, King Salmon Fort Investigations, 13-Mile Haines Hwy, DNR
Haines Forestry.

2011- 2013 Grading Monitoring in Haines:
Front St: Raven House, Deishu Village Haines Harbor
Veterans Building, Second St ; Culverts, Beach Rd, Allen Rd
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HAROLD THEODORE WILEY
NATIVE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCE SPECIALIST,
LOGISTICS

NATIVE STATUS

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Member:
Chilkoot Indian Association
[CIA]

Tlingit, Gaanaxtéidi Raven Clan, Grey
Whale House, Klukwan, Alaska, Chilkoot
Indian Association Member

Champagne-Aishihik First
Nations [CAFN]
Alaska Native Brotherhood
[ANB]
ANCSA 13th Corporation

REGISTRATIONS &
CERTIFICATES
NEPA Compliance and
Cultural Resources (2009)
Consultation and Protection
of Native American Sacred
Lands (2009)
Identification and
Management of Traditional
Cultural Places (2009)

WORK HISTORY
SRScorp Archaeological
Field Logistics, 2008-2016
SRSinc
Ethnography Branch CoDirector Field Technician
Mechanical Excavation
Specialist, 2006-2016
40+ years Asphalt- Paving
Industry

Southern Tutchone, Crow Clan, Tinnah
House, Dalton Post Shäwshe, Canada,
Champagne-Aishihik First Nations
Member
Harold ‘Ted’ Wiley was born in Juneau, Alaska to
Margaret Ida Clayton Wiley, daughter of TlingitSouthern Tutchone mother from Dalton Post,
Shäwshe, Canada and Canadian Mounted Police father. Ted’s father was of
Russian-Jewish heritage from the Ukraine. His Native relatives live mostly in
Klukshu and Haines Junction, Canada, and Haines, Alaska. Ted spent over
forty years in the asphalt paving industry in Southern California where he
owned and operated several businesses. During that time, he was honored by
Union Oil for having the first Native paving company and was recommended
for paving work by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
Within the last ten years, Ted Wiley has expanded his interests to include
training in Native American cultural studies and has worked on archaeological
sites both in California for SRSinc and Alaska for SRScorp with his wife,
archaeologist Dr. Anastasia Wiley. He has obtained certifications in NEPA
compliance and cultural resources, and application of federal standards to the
identification, management, consultation, and protection of Native American
Traditional Cultural Places and Sacred Lands. Ted has applied his extensive
knowledge of mechanical equipment to work in archaeology, is also in charge
of daily logistics on sites in Alaska, has operated as a field technician assisting
in archaeological screening and excavations, and assisted in Native burial
investigations both in California and Alaska.

SUMMARY PROJECT EXPERIENCE AND DESCRIPTIONS
2008-2016 ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, SRScorp Alaska






2008-2016- Archaeological Field Logistics:
2015- 6.5 Mile Burial Investigations, Chilkoot Indian Association [CIA],
Haines, Alaska.
2014: Kaatx’waaltú /Chookanya Traditional Use Area Ethnohistory/
Archaeology- Site Excavations, Chilkat Indian Village [CIV]
2013- Kaatx’waaltú /Chookanya Traditional Use Area Ethnohistory/
Archaeology- Area Survey, Chilkat Indian Village [CIV]
2011- T’a Noow, ‘King Salmon Fort’ Investigations,13-Mile Haines Hwy, DNR
Haines Forestry.

2006-2016 ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, SRSinc California





2006-2016- Ethnography Branch Office Co-Director, Warner Springs,
California
2015- Field Technician, Burial Investigations Rincon Indian Reservation,
California
2009- Asst. Director, Bolsa Chica Native Reburial, California
2006- 2009- Mechanical Excavation Specialist, Bolsa Chica Investigations,
Huntington Beach, California
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CHRISTOPHER HOTCH
NATIVE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCE SPECIALIST,
CULTURAL RESOURCE MANAGER, GIS SPECIALIST

NATIVE STATUS/
EDUCATION
Member: Chilkat Indian
Village
University of Alaska,
Southeast, Archaeological
Methods and Techniques,
Anthropology
•193 [Summer 2011]
•393 [Summer 2012, 2013,
2014]

REGISTRATIONS &
CERTIFICATES
Section 106 Essentials,
Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation (2016)
Intro to Cartography,
Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Geospatial Training
Program (2015)
Protecting Spiritual Places
& Monitoring Cultural Sites,
National Indian Justice
Center (2014)

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Tlingit Name:
Eagle Clan

Guneit,

Kaagwaantaan

Mr. Hotch offers a diverse range of skills that
contribute to his usefulness as a member of a
cultural resource management team. His
GPS/GIS qualifications aid in both the accurate
collection of archaeological field data and the
documentation of this data by maps which
synthesize multiple layers of critical information.
His training in film editing and video production
make him a valuable asset for recording oral
histories as well and his native language studies,
which are also invaluable for in-depth understanding of local resources. As a
student of the University of Alaska, Southeast, Mr. Hotch has taken multiple
courses in Archaeological Field Methods and Techniques. These courses have
also certified Mr. Hotch as an Archaeological Monitor for grading activities in
Southeast Alaska. Mr. Hotch has been co-author of several localized placename projects with Dr. Anastasia Wiley since 2011.

SUMMARY PROJECT EXPERIENCE AND DESCRIPTIONS
2016, CURRENT YEAR


Section 106 Essentials, Advisory Council on Historic Preservation.

2013-2016, CHPO
Certified Archaeological
Monitor for Grading
Activities in Southeast
Alaska
(2011, 2012, 2013, 2014)
ESRI ArcGIS 9.2-9.3, 10
Mapping with Mobile GIS
ArcPad 7 & 10




2011-2015 ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS


(2010, 2011, 2012)



WORK HISTORY



Chilkat Indian Village [CIV]:
Cultural Resource Manager,
GIS Specialist, 2011-2016



SRScorp Field Technician,
2011-2016
Chilkat Indian Village,
Tlingit Language
Apprentice, Klukwan,
Alaska, 2007-2009
Coastal Villages Seafoods,
F/V Determination Crew
Member, Mekoryuk, Alaska,
2008

Chilkat Historic Preservation Office (CHPO), Asst. Director, Chilkat Indian
Village [CIV] at Klukwan, Alaska.
Tribal Historic Preservation Office/Officer Program Application Chilkat Indian
Village [CIV] at Klukwan, National Park Service.








2015- Laboratory Skeletal Analysis, 5-day Seminar, 6.5 Mile Burial Remains,
with Forensic Anthropologist Kassie Sugimoto, SRScorp, Haines, Alaska.
2015- 6.5 Mile Burial Investigations, GIS Mapping, Material ScreeningChilkoot Indian Association [CIA], Haines, Alaska.
2015- Chilkat Cultural Landscape Display- Placename Map- Jilkaat Kwaan
Cultural Heritage Center [JKCHC].
2014: Kaatx’waaltú /Chookanya Traditional Use Area Ethnohistory/
Archaeology- Site Excavations, GIS Mapping, Chilkat Indian Village [CIV].
2013- Chilkat River Placename Map with Dr. Anastasia Wiley.
2013- Kaatx’waaltú /Chookanya Traditional Use Area Ethnohistory/
Archaeology- Area Survey, GIS Mapping, Chilkat Indian Village [CIV].
2012- SKG-543, 21-Mile Haines Highway Site Survey and Excavations, GIS
Mapping, ADOT&PF- Federal Highways Administration.
2012- Chilkoot Inlet Placename Map with Dr. Anastasia Wiley.
2012- Chilkoot Village Site Complex: SKG-00018 Investigations- Survey and
Excavations, GIS Mapping, Dept. Parks and Recreation.
2011- T’a Noow, King Salmon Fort Investigations, GIS Mapping, 13-Mile
Haines Hwy, DNR Haines Forestry.

Klukwan School, Chatham
School District, School
Secretary, Klukwan, Alaska,
2006-2007
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PATRICK PHILPOTT
NATIVE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCE SPECIALIST,
NATIVE FIELD DIRECTOR

NATIVE STATUS/
EDUCATION
Member:
Chilkoot Indian Association
Alaska Native Brotherhood
Sealaska Corp.
University of Alaska,
Southeast, Archaeological
Methods and Techniques,
Anthropology
•193 [Summer 2011]
•393 [Summer 2012, 2013,
2014]

REGISTRATIONS &
CERTIFICATES
Certificates in:
HAZWOPER
40 Hour Certification,
Advance Online Solutions
(2016)
Certified Archaeological
Monitor for Grading
Activities in Southeast
Alaska
(2011, 2012, 2013, 2014)
United States Marine Corps
Veteran, Legionnaire Post
12

WORK HISTORY
SRScorp Field/Lab
Technician
2007, 2010-2016
SRSinc Lab Technician
2007-2008
Salmon Fisherman, SelfEmployed. Seasonal.
International Union of
Operating Engineers Local
302 (heavy equipment
operators)
1980-2006

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Tlingit Name: Stuckwan, Gaanaxtéidi Raven
Clan
As far back as 2007, Mr. Philpott began his
archaeological career by inventing a screening
operation for sieving archaeological soils that is far
superior to that normally used by archaeologists for
large, long-term excavations. His history as an
engineer and heavy equipment operator (loaders,
scrapers, bulldozers, graders, rollers, hydraulic
cranes, and deck cranes) allows Mr. Philpott a unique
combination of Native ethnographic and construction
knowledge. He is highly-qualified to monitor
construction activities on behalf of archaeologists and will be able to recognize
Native materials, if such are unearthed.
Additionally, he has been certified for grading monitoring activities through the
University of Alaska, Southeast. Mr. Philpott has taken Archaeological Field
Methods and Techniques for four years (2011, 2012, 2013, 2014), which
encompassed general instruction on archaeological sites in the Chilkat Valley
and greater Alaska, artifact studies such as stone and bone tools, as well as
general survey and excavation methods in preparation towards fieldwork. The
completion of these courses certified Mr. Philpott as an Archaeological Monitor
for grading activities in Southeast Alaska. He has surveyed, excavated, and
monitored on several local projects over the last seven years. He also has
worked as a Field Technician with SRScorp for multiple years. Mr. Philpott’s
role in projects is as a Native Field Director.

SUMMARY PROJECT EXPERIENCE AND DESCRIPTIONS
2011-2015 ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS


2015—Laboratory Skeletal Analysis, 5-day Seminar, 6.5 Mile Burial Remains,
with Forensic Anthropologist Kassie Sugimoto, SRScorp, Haines, Alaska



2015—6.5 Mile Burial Investigations, Material Screening- Chilkoot Indian
Association [CIA], Haines, Alaska.



2014—Kaatx’waaltú /Chookanya Traditional Use Area Ethnohistory/
Archaeology- Site Excavations, Chilkat Indian Village [CIV]



2013—Kaatx’waaltú /Chookanya Traditional Use Area Ethnohistory/
Archaeology- Area Survey, Chilkat Indian Village [CIV]



2012—Chilkoot Village Site Complex: Chilkoot Bear Viewing Platform, Survey
and Excavations, Dept. Parks and Recreation [DPR]



2012—Chilkoot Village Site Complex: SKG-00018 Investigations- Survey and
Excavations, Chilkoot Indian Association [CIA]



2011—T’a Noow, King Salmon Fort Investigations, GIS Mapping, 13-Mile
Haines Hwy, DNR Haines Forestry. {DNR]



2011- 2013 Grading Monitoring in Haines, Alaska:
Culverts, Allen Road
Raven House, Front Street, Haines Harbor
Deishu Village, Front Street, Haines Harbor
Veterans Building, Second Street
Culverts, Beach Road, Haines Harbor
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TIM ACKERMAN
NATIVE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCE SPECIALIST,
ASSISTANT FIELD DIRECTOR

NATIVE STATUS/
EDUCATION
Luknax.adi Tlingit culturebearer; Raven Coho [Hít
S’aatí Yai Hít] House
Leader- Whale House,
Sitka.
Klukwan Chilkat Dancerssong leader, teacher,
drummer
Former Chilkoot Indian
Association [CIA] Board
Member (2 years)
University of Alaska,
Southeast, Archaeological
Methods and Techniques,
Anthropology
•193 [Summer 2012]

REGISTRATIONS &
CERTIFICATES
Certified Archaeological
Monitor for Grading
Activities in Southeast
Alaska (2012)
Certified Maritime Security
Officer (2004)
1-100; 1-200 ICS Principles
and Features, National
Wildlife (2000)
Confined Space Rescue
Training, D2000 Safety
Solutions (2002)

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Tlingit Name: Gunaxdugee, Gaanaxtéidi
Raven Clan
As a traditional Tlingit person, Tim Ackerman is
specialized in locating and identifying traditional
Native sites or Cultural Resources which have been
abandoned and are now archaeological. Mr.
Ackerman has also worked in Natural Resources
most of his adult life, giving him an expertise in
plants, animals, water and stream flow, landscape
changes through time, and soil interpretation, all
contributing to his understanding of historic and
contemporary human use of the landscape. Within
the last few decades, Tim has concentrated on helping to locate and protect
Archaeological Resources through GIS mapping for the Chilkoot Indian
Association; surveying for Haines archaeological firm, SRScorp; monitoring
grading efforts when possible; and teaching traditional ways and archaeology
to youth and young adults.
Additionally, through the University of Alaska Southeast, Mr. Ackerman has
taken Archaeological Field Methods and Techniques (2012), which
encompassed general instruction on archaeological sites in the Chilkat valley
and greater Alaska, artifact analysis and production, as well as general survey
and excavation methods in preparation towards fieldwork. The completion of
these courses certified Mr. Ackerman as an Archaeological Monitor for grading
activities in Southeast Alaska. He has surveyed, excavated, and monitored on
several local projects over the last seven years as listed below.

SUMMARY PROJECT EXPERIENCE AND DESCRIPTIONS
2011-2015 ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS


2015- Laboratory Skeletal Analysis, 5-day Seminar, 6.5 Mile Burial Remains,
with Forensic Anthropologist Kassie Sugimoto, SRScorp, Haines, Alaska



2015- 6.5 Mile Burial Investigations, Material Screening- Chilkoot Indian
Association [CIA], Haines, Alaska.

Competent Individual Crane
Inspector Training (2000)



2012- SKG-543, 21-Mile Haines Highway Site Survey and Excavations,
ADOT&PF- Federal Highways Administration.

HAZWOPER Training in
accordance with 29 CFR
1910.120 (1997)



2012- Chilkoot Village Site Complex: SKG-00018 Investigations- Survey and
Excavations, Chilkoot Indian Association [CIA].



2012- University of Alaska, Southeast, Archaeological Methods and
Techniques, Anthropology 193.



2011-2013- Grading Monitoring in Haines:
Culverts, Allen Road
Raven House, Front Street, Haines Harbor
Deishu Village, Front Street, Haines Harbor
Veterans Building, Second Street
Culverts, Beach Road, Haines Harbor

City and Borough of Juneau
Certificate of Appreciation
for 15 Years Dedicated
Service (2001)

City and Borough of Juneau
Special Achievement Award
(1987)

WORK HISTORY
SRScorp Field Technician,
2011-2013
Homeland Security, Port of
Juneau (17 years)
DNR Fish and Game &
Forestry- Anchorage,
Haines
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RON CHAMBERS
NATIVE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCE SPECIALIST,
CHAMPAGNE-AISHIHIK NATIVE ARCHAEOLOGIST

NATIVE STATUS/
EDUCATION
Member: ChampagneAishihik First Nations
Yukon Heritage Resources
Board Member
University of Alaska,
Southeast,
Archaeological Methods
and Techniques,
Anthropology
•193 [Summer 2012, 2013]


CANADIAN
ARCHAEOLOGY
Expansive survey locating
nineteenth century
Tatshenshini River Native
Fishing Villages, (1993).
Deputy Chief, Champagne
and Aishihik First Nations
when Kwäday Dän
Ts’ìnchi, glacial mummified
person was found, (1999).
Decades of survey work
and monitoring activities
including locating Obsidian
sources.

WORK HISTORY
Champagne-Aishihik
Native Archaeologist
SRScorp Archaeological
Technician, 2014-2015
Kluane National Park, Park
Warden, Canada, 22 years
Wilderness Guide, Actor,
Artist, Native History
Interpreter

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Champagne-Aishihik member, Wolf Clan
Ron Chambers has been working with identifying and
protecting Native sites and archaeological resources
for several decades. He has also devoted much of his
life supporting cultural events in both Alaska and
Canada. He is an active member of the Yukon
Heritage Resource Board (YHRB), which provides
advice to governments on issues that affect the
Yukon’s heritage resources. Board members work
with a variety of groups and individuals across the
territory and nationally to fulfil this mandate.
Ron is a member of the Wolf Clan and the Champagne-Aishihik First
Nations. A well-known wilderness guide, actor, artist, and Native history
interpreter, Ron worked for many years as a Park Warden in Kluane National
Park in Canada. There, he specialized in mountaineering, search and rescue,
and travelled extensively in the backcountry. He is founder of Kruda Ché
Guiding and Outfitting, Councilor of Champagne-Aishihik First Nations Band
and Board member of the Yukon River Drainage Fisheries Association.
Over the years, Ron has been involved in a number of important archaeology
projects. He is credited with “rediscovering” the Hoodoo Mountain obsidian
source in Kluane National Park. He led the 1993 archaeology survey effort to
relocate the nineteenth century Tatshenshini River native fishing villages. Ron
served as Deputy Chief of the Champagne-Aishihik First Nations during the
time of the Kwäday Dän Ts’ìnchi discovery in 1999, the world-famous person
mummified through freezing by glacial activity.
Mr. Chambers has monitored grading efforts for the protection of cultural
resources in Canada for decades, and has assisted archaeologists in surveys
and excavations while working for his tribal group in cultural resource
management. Besides his Canadian work, he has been certified for grading
monitoring activities through the University of Alaska Southeast. Mr.
Chambers has taken Archaeological Field Methods and Techniques (2013),
which certified him as an Archaeological Monitor for grading activities in
Southeast Alaska. He has surveyed, excavated, and monitored on several
local projects over the last six years as listed. He also has worked as a field
technician with SRScorp Alaska where he served as safety director. In
addition, he is proficient in videography, an asset for assisting in Native Elder
interviews.

SUMMARY PROJECT EXPERIENCE AND DESCRIPTIONS
2011-2015 ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS



2015- 6.5 Mile Burial Investigations, Material Screening- Chilkoot Indian
Association [CIA], Haines, Alaska.
2013- Kaatx’waaltú /Chookanya Traditional Use Area Ethnohistory/
Archaeology- Area Survey, Chilkat Indian Village [CIV].
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DANIEL KLANOTT
NATIVE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCE SPECIALIST,
CULTURAL EVENTS COORDINATOR

NATIVE STATUS/
EDUCATION
Member: Chilkat Indian
Village
Hít S’aatí Yai Hít in training,
Whale House, Klukwan
Klukwan Chilkat Dancerssong leader, teacher
University of Alaska,
Southeast,
Archaeological Methods
and Techniques,
Anthropology
•193 [Summer 2014]
University of Alaska
Northwest Coast Art
Endorsement in Carving

REGISTRATIONS &
CERTIFICATES
Native Americans and
Cultural Resources
Seminar, California
(2014)
Certified Archaeological
Monitor for Grading
Activities in Southeast
Alaska
(2014)

WORK HISTORY
Cultural Events
Coordinator,
Chilkat Indian Village at
Klukwan, 2011-2016
SRScorp Archaeological
Technician, 2014-2015
Professional Carver since
2002

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Tlingit Name:
Raven Clan

Lein.aa,

Gaanaxtéidi

Daniel was born and raised in Klukwan, and is
from the Whale House, where he is now a
house-leader in training under Hit S’aati Jones
Hotch. Daniel has a Northwest Coast Art
Endorsement in Carving from the University of
Alaska and has studied many specific aspects
related to Chilkat Cultural Events. For the past
decade Daniel has been increasingly involved
in cultural activities in the Village. He has
participated in numerous carving projects
including: Traditional Dugout Cottonwood Canoe, Traditional Tlingit
Smokehouse, Traditional Tlingit Long House (Kaay Ya Haay Hit), Wall Screen
in Klukwan’s Long House, Klukwan’s Adzing Shed, Two Tlingit Warrior’s for
Klukwan’s Veteran’s Memorial Park, and Yellow Cedar twenty-foot Totem Pole.
He serves as a professional host leading tour groups through the Traditional
Knowledge Camp, as the leader and coordinator for the Jilkaat Kwaan Heritage
Dances, and assists in Klukwan Salmon Camps. He is currently the Cultural
Events Coordinator for the Village.
Additionally, through the University of Alaska, Southeast, Mr. Klanott has taken
Archaeological Field Methods and Techniques (2014), which encompassed
general instruction on archaeological sites in the Chilkat valley as well as
general survey and excavation methods in preparation towards fieldwork. The
completion of these courses certified Mr. Klanott as an Archaeological Monitor
for grading activities in Southeast Alaska.

SUMMARY PROJECT EXPERIENCE AND DESCRIPTIONS
2013-2016, CHPO



Chilkat Historic Preservation Office (CHPO), Asst. Director, Chilkat Indian
Village [CIV] at Klukwan, Alaska.
Tribal Historic Preservation Office/Officer Program ApplicationChilkat Indian Village [CIV] at Klukwan, Alaska, National Park Service [20142016].

2011-2015 ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS



2015- Laboratory Skeletal Analysis, 5-day Seminar, 6.5 Mile Burial Remains,
with Forensic Anthropologist Kassie Sugimoto, SRScorp, Haines, Alaska.
2014: Kaatx’waaltú /Chookanya Traditional Use Area Ethnohistory/
Archaeology- Site Excavations, Chilkat Indian Village [CIV].
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MARSHA HOTCH, BLA [in progress]
TRADITIONAL CULTURAL PRACTITIONER,
ETHNOLOGIST

NATIVE STATUS/
EDUCATION
Member:
Chilkat Indian Village
Council
Tlingit and Haida Council
Sealaska Corp.
Shee Atika Corp.
Member:
Taku River Tlingit
BLA, University of Alaska,
Southeast (in progress)
University of Alaska,
Southeast,
Archaeological Methods and
Techniques, Anthropology
•193 [Summer 2011]
•497 [Summer 2012]
SRScorp Ethnographer
2013

REGISTRATIONS &
CERTIFICATES
Certified Archaeological
Monitor for Grading
Activities in Southeast
Alaska (2011)
Chilkat Indian Village
Council (Member and
Secretary)

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Tlingit Name: Ghuneiwtí, Gaanaxtéidi
Raven Clan
Marsha Hotch is a native Chilkat who was raised in
Klukwan, Alaska. She is a native Tlingit speaker,
who was blessed with being raised by grand elders
providing her knowledge of the customs, traditions,
and worldview of the Native community. Her
professional background offers years of experience
as a teacher, preserver, and recorder of the Tlingit
language. Ms. Hotch has served as the project
director for the Chilkat Indian Village’s Language
Revitalization Project and Tlingit Language
Master/Apprentice programs. She has also served as a member of the Chilkat,
Tlingit, and Haida councils, cementing her position as an important member in
multiple Native communities. Ms. Hotch is enhancing her valuable ancestral
knowledge with classes towards completing her Bachelor of Liberal Arts Degree
at the University of Alaska, Southeast, where she also acts as an adjunct
professor. Ms. Hotch currently works for Goldbelt Heritage Foundation as
Language Project Manager, and works training Mentor/Apprentice Language
teams.
Marsha also completed Anthropology 193 and 497, ethnobiology, and
archaeological methods and techniques courses, which certified Ms. Hotch as an
archaeological monitor for grading activities. Ms. Hotch is a valuable liaison to the
community, with the ability to provide the project director and other staff with
insight and information regarding people, site locations, and resources within the
community.

SUMMARY PROJECT EXPERIENCE AND DESCRIPTIONS
2009- CURRENT YEAR

Alaska Native Sisterhood
(Member, prior President
and Vice President))

WORK HISTORY
SRScorp Linguist, Field
Technician 2011-present
University of Alaska,
Southeast, Adjunct
Professor, 2009-Present
Chilkat Indian Village, Tlingit
Language and Cultural
Director, 2003-2009
Tlingit Time, Co-developer,
2005-2006
Sealaska Heritage Institute,
Tlingit Language Cultural
Specialist 2003-2005
Sheldon Museum, Tlingit
Language Instructor, 20012002





ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR, UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA SOUTHEAST
Teaches AKL 105 & 106 by audio conferencing. Part-Time Research Assistant.
Documentation, transcription and translation of Tlingit language, Language
Nesting Programs, Several Adult Education Classes.
TRANSCRIBER, TRANSLATOR, TEACHER, GOLDBELT CORPORATION
Juneau, Alaska

2011- PRESENT


ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCHER
Ethnographical Records and Historic Photographic Research in the Alaska
State Archives and Sealaska Heritage Foundation Records for SRScorp,
Haines, Alaska.

2011-2013 ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS







2013- Kaatx’waaltú /Chookanya Traditional Use Area Ethnohistory/
Archaeology- Area Survey, Chilkat Indian Village [CIV].
2013- Kaatx’waaltu Site Ethnographer Oral interviews with area elders
about traditional site use of Kaatx’waaltu.
2012- Chilkoot Village Site Complex: SKG-00018 InvestigationsSurvey and Excavations, GIS Mapping, Dept. Parks and Recreation.
2012- Chilkoot Village Site Complex: Chilkoot Bear Viewing Platform,
Survey and Excavations, Dept. Parks and Recreation [DPR].
2011- T’a Noow, King Salmon Fort Investigations, GIS Mapping, 13Mile Haines Hwy, DNR Haines Forestry.
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KASSIE SUGIMOTO, MA
TRIBAL LIAISON, FORENSIC ANTHROPOLOGIST,
BIOARCHAEOLOGIST, ETHNOGRAPHER

NATIVE STATUS/
EDUCATION
Citizen of the Cherokee
Nation
Member of the Alaska Native
Sisterhood [ANS]
M.A. Anthropology,
North Carolina State
University (2015)
B.A. Anthropology
California State
University Dominguez
Hills (2013)

REGISTRATIONS &
CERTIFICATES
Certificates in:
HAZWOPER
40 Hour Certification,
Advance Online Solutions
(2015)
Analysis of Organismal
Form, University of
Manchester (2014)
Registered Member of:
Society for American
Archaeology
California Preservation
Foundation

WORK HISTORY
SRSinc: 2015-present
Tribal Liaison,
Cultural Resource Specialist,
Archaeologist
Bioarchaeologist
SRScorp: 2015-present
Forensic Anthropology,
Skeletal Biology,
Bioarchaeology
Andahuaylas
Bioarchaeology Project,
Assistant Project
Director, 2013-Present
Sinsicap Valley
Archaeological Project,
Research Assistant,
2012
Rancho Dominguez
Historical Archaeology
Project, Crew Chief, 20112012

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Kassie Sugimoto is a cultural resource specialist with
experience at historic and prehistoric archaeological
sites within North and South America. While earning
a Bachelor of Arts in Anthropology (Archaeology
concentration) from California State University
Dominguez Hills, Kassie worked on several
archaeological projects, including the Rancho
Dominguez Historical Archaeology Project (Carson,
CA), the Bioarchaeology Human Osteology Project
(San Jose de Moro, Peru), and the Sinsicap Valley
Archaeological Project (La Libertad, Peru). Kassie
developed specialized human osteology skills while
earning a Master of Arts in Anthropology from North
Carolina State University by conducting Forensic and Bioarchaeological
research.
Kassie’s knowledge and skills are a valuable asset in both SRS companies. As
a bioarchaeologist, Kassie conducts osteological research and is dedicated to
disseminating the information that can be gleaned from human remains to the
public. Kassie has worked on several SRS projects concerning human remains,
such as the ongoing burial analysis from Bolsa Chica (Orange, CA) and the
human remains recovered from 6.5 mile (Haines, AK). Additionally, she is
dedicated to training local and tribal communities to recover and identify human
remains, collect and analyze data, and use various biological methods to
contextualize cultural history. Kassie has lectured and offered workshop/
seminars in topics such Forensic Anthropology, Data Collection Methods, The
Biological Profile, Molecular Methods, and Geometric Morphometric Methods.
Throughout her career, Kassie has acquired the necessary experience and
training to conduct historic and archaeological surveys, mapping and recording,
excavation, and artifact analysis. She has experience with supervising and
directing archaeological crews, field and lab research, and museum curation.
Kassie has collaborated with both senior and junior scholars in archaeological,
bioarchaeological, and forensic settings to produce, publish, and present
research in topics such as ethnography, historical ecology, historic and
prehistoric archaeology, forensic anthropology, skeletal biology, and
bioarchaeology.

SUMMARY PROJECT EXPERIENCE AND DESCRIPTIONS
CURRENT BIOARCHAEOLOGY PROJECTS, SRScorp AK & SRSinc CA
 6.5 Mile Burial Investigations, Chilkoot Indian Association [CIA], Haines, AK.
 Bioarchaeology and Forensic Methods Workshop, Haines, Alaska.
 Presentation: The Skeletal Analysis of the 6.5 Mile Remains, Haines, AK
 Bolsa Chica burial analysis and curation, Orange, CA
ARCHAEOLOGIST, CULTURAL RESOURCES SPECIALIST, RESEARCHER, SRSinc
 Conducts archaeological field and lab research for cultural resource projects.
 Participates in the management and curation of archaeological artifacts.
 Specializes in the identification and handling of osteological materials.
 Conducts cultural resource research: survey, documentation, photography,
technical writing, and technical editing.
 Synthesizes the results of archaeological research and prepares the final
report for the lead agency
 Conducts archaeological and historic research for cultural resource projects.
 Produces academic research and disseminates research on behalf of SRSinc.
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REZENET MOGES-RIEDEL, MA
GRAPHICS DIRECTOR & 3D REPLICATION SPECIALIST

NATIVE STATUS/
EDUCATION
Member: Eritrean Tigrinya
M.A. Anthropology,
California State University,
Long Beach, 2011
B.F.A., Illustration,
California State University,
Long Beach, 2002

REGISTRATIONS &
CERTIFICATES
Board Member of
ASLized.org, online
educational resource
Formerly Board Member of
World Congress of African
Linguists
Member of American
Academy of Religion
Member of American
Anthropological Association
Member of Society of
Linguistic Anthropology

WORK HISTORY
SRScorp:, Graphics
Director, 3-D Replication
Specialist
SRSinc: Graphics Director,
2008- present
California State University,
Long Beach Foundation,
Research Assistant, 20032009
California State University,
Long Beach Foundation,
Assistant to the Chair, 2008
SB7 Studios, Creative/Web
Designer, 2002-2003

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Rezenet Moges-Riedel holds the responsibility
of the Graphic Projects at Scientific Resource
Surveys, Inc (SRSinc). She completed her
Master of Arts Degree in Anthropology at
California State University, Long Beach
(CSULB), and her thesis concentrates on
language documentation and its process at
Eritrea in Africa. She also obtained a Bachelor
of Fine Arts in Illustration from CSULB as well.
In her current job at SRSinc, she is able to
continue her major goal of occupation as a
Digital Archivist by filling the position as
Graphics Director. It serves as a combination
to both of her educational backgrounds of art
and anthropology.
In multiple projects for SRScorp Moges-Riedel has assisted in creating
scientific illustrations, maps, and photo-rendered the photographic
documentation of excavation jobs. She worked on the genealogies, taxonomic
charts, chronologies, and a large database of Lynn Channel archival maps
spanning back in the beginning of the nineteenth century. She has extensive
experience working on 3D scanning jobs with NextEngine to preserve the
digital data of all variations of artifacts, in order to produce replicas and to
repatriate all ethnographic relics.
In publications, Moges-Riedel has contributed four book chapters: two to
Gallaudet University Press for two separate edited volumes focusing on
Universal Empiricism and African Development Issues; one to De GruyterMouton as an encyclopedia entry on Eritrean Sign Language and Community
Structure; and the last one to Oxford University Press based on Ontological
Experience. She continues on giving presentations at both international and
national conferences, such as American Anthropological Association and
American Academy of Religion.
SUMMARY RELATED PROJECT EXPERIENCE AND DESCRIPTIONS
3D REPLICATION
2016- 6.5 Mile Burial Remains, In Process
PUBLIC POWERPOINT PREPARATION:
2015- “Guess What Happened While Building a New Mew?”
2015- “Kaatx’waaltu- The Noow.shaka.aayi””
2014- “War at Kaatx’waaltú” with Tlingit Elder Sally Burratin
2013- “Linguistic Geography: 2013 Native Archaeological Training
Program at Khaatx’waaltú”
2013- “The Philosophy of Archaeological Collecting, Amateur
Collections and Museum Collections Research”
2013- “Kaatx’waaltú, the '2nd Village' of Klukwan: At the Crossroads
of Archaeology, Ethnology and History”
2013- “Viewing Cultural Landscape through Tlingit Placenames: An
Example from Chilkoot Village”
2011-12- "2011 Native Archaeological Training Program at ‘T’a Noow’,
King Salmon Fort, near Klukwan”
REPORT GRAPHICS AND PRODUCTION
2013- “The Town Was Called Xaclanauk’áan”, Deishu Research Project,
Independently Funded.
2011- “T’a Noow, King Salmon Fort investigations”- Alaska DNR Forestry
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PROJECTS & PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
NATIVE ARCHAEOLOGICAL TRAINING PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS:







2015- 6.5 Mile Burial Investigations, Chilkoot Indian Association [CIA]
2015- Laboratory Skeletal Analysis with Forensic Anthropologist Kassie Sugimoto, SRSCORP
2013 & 2014- Kaatx’waaltú /Chookanya Traditional Use Area Ethnohistory/ Archaeology- Area
Survey and Excavations, Chilkat Indian Village [CIV]
2012- Chilkoot Village Site Complex: Survey/Testing, AK Parks & Rec
2012- Archaeological Site SKG-543, 21-Mile Haines Hwy, Haines- Survey/Testing, ADOT & PF
2010-2011- T’a Noow, King Salmon Fort, 13-Mile Haines Hwy Archaeology, DNR Forestry

LOCAL RESIDENT PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS:





2013- Historic Cannery Studies [1880s-Present], Survey and Excavation:
2012- Haines Historic Cemeteries including Yeindustak.ye
2012- Historic House Documentation, Military Way-Station, Philpott Cabin
2012- Haines Highway Stewardship Program

INDEPENDENT RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS:








2013-2016- Chilkat Historic Preservation Office (CHPO), Chilkat Indian Village [CIV] at Klukwan,
Alaska- Federal and State Agency Evaluations
2016- Eligibility Evaluation for Listing Kaatx’waaltu in the National Register of Historic Places,
Chilkat Indian Village [CIV], Klukwan, Alaska
2014-2016- Tribal Historic Preservation Office/Officer Program Application-Chilkat Indian Village
[CIV] at Klukwan, Alaska, National Park Service
2011 & 2013- Ethnographic Tlingit Placename Map Studies with Tlingit Native Christopher Hotch
2013- “The Town Was Called Xaclanauk’áan”, Deishu Research Project, Independently Funded.
2011- “T’a Noow, King Salmon Fort investigations”- Alaska DNR Forestry

PUBLIC POWERPOINT PRESENTATIONS










2016- “Skeletal Analysis of 6.5 Mile Remains” with Forensic Anthropologist, Kassie Sugimoto
2015- “Guess What Happened While Building a New Mew?”
2015- “Kaatx’waaltu- The Noow.shaka.aayi””
2014- “War at Kaatx’waaltú” with Tlingit Elder Sally Burratin
2013- “Linguistic Geography: 2013 Native Archaeological Training Program at Khaatx’waaltú” with
Tlingit Elder Marsha Hotch
2013- “The Philosophy of Archaeological Collecting, Amateur Collections and Museum Collections
Research”
2013- “Kaatx’waaltú, the '2nd Village' of Klukwan: At the Crossroads of Archaeology, Ethnology
and History”
2013- “Viewing Cultural Landscape through Tlingit Placenames: An Example from Chilkoot Village”
with Tlingit Native Christopher Hotch
2011-12- "2011 Native Archaeological Training Program at ‘T’a Noow’, King Salmon Fort, near
Klukwan” with Tlingit Elder Marsha Hotch
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HUMAN REMAINS AT 6.5-MILE – ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELD INVESTIGATIONS
During late September 2015, a partial human skull and
associated small skull fragments were located in a pile of
dirt at the American Bald Eagle Foundation, in Haines,
Alaska. The earth had been bought from White Rock and
removed by them from a 6.5-Mile Haines Highway quarry.
The Haines Borough Police and Archaeologist Dr. Nancy
Anastasia Wiley were contacted immediately after the
discovery of human remains. After examining the bones
and sites of discovery, Dr. Wiley contacted representatives
from the Chilkoot Indian Association and revisited these
again. The Haines Borough Police Department forwarded
the bone materials to the Alaska State Medical Examiner
for a medical examination, as required by law.
On October 22, 2015, the 6.5-Mile human remains were
released by a Medical Examiner after concluding that the remains and associated were not of forensic interest (older than
100-200 years). On Friday, October 23, 2015, a call was put out to Native Archaeological Resource Specialists (NARS),
including those trained by summer Native Archaeological Training Programs and Local Residents Archaeological
Programs, to help locate and recover any additional human remains. Commitments to work on the project came from 10
participants including representatives from Chilkoot Indian Association (CIA), Chilkat Indian Village (CIV) and
Champagne-Aishihik First Nation (CAFN). American Bald Eagle Foundation (ABEF) staff and volunteers who joined for
screening materials at their site, Jack Smith Sr., and Jack Smith Jr. (White Rock) worked with the archaeologists at 6.5Mile. The crew also included two safety officers and climbing experts for scaling the approximate 50’ vertical slope at 6.5Mile. The crew was under the direction of Nancy Anastasia Wiley and Tlingit Patrick Philpott, with assistance by Tlingit
Tim Ackerman and Champagne-Aishihik First Nations Ron Chambers, Yukon.
A systematic screening program was instituted at both ABEF and 6.5-Mile using a series of nested screens: 1/8”, 1/4”,
3/8”, 1/2”, 1”, and 3” both hand and mechanical screens. At the ABEF site on Saturday, October 24, 2015, 10 yards of
earth were processed. The right parietal bone, which was visibly missing from the remains discovered at the Bald Eagle
Foundation, was subsequently found during the excavations. The parietal was discovered in poor condition, illustrating
years of water damage through the warped shape. Additional small skull fragments were recovered, including what
appears to be the ethmoid bone and several small thin nasal pieces, using 1/8”, 1/4”, 3/8”, and 1/2” hand screens.
Within an hour of screening at 6.5-Mile on Sunday, October 25, 2015, the missing occipital bones were located in the
general area where the original skull came from. The occipital bone, or the bone located at the back of the skull, was
fragmented into two pieces. However, their presence provided a validated link between the ABEF site and 6.5-Mile.
Screening all during the day did not produce additional bone pieces. Simultaneously, the crew cleared a profile about 15’20’ down from the top surface, where a block of red-orange consolidated soil was lodged, and tossed the earth below for
screening.
Hitting late afternoon with still no additional bone, White Rock’s mechanical screen was brought to the site which
processed dirt through 3” on top and 1” below. The tool produces two piles, 3” = rock pile on one side and 1” = dirt pile on
the other. Using this machine in concert with a 303 backhoe, large amounts of earth can be processed quickly. After onehalf hour, the backhoe was directed to excavate the red-orange consolidated ‘nodule’ in the ‘middle’ of the vertical pit
profile, and placed the dirt in the mechanical screen. Immediately, two human leg bones (right femur and tibia) were found
on top of the mechanical screen from earth directly below the nodule.
Screening, using both hand and mechanical methods, continued throughout the day on Sunday, but no additional bone
was found. Approximately 50 yards of earth was processed. When screening was completed, Christopher Hotch took
GPS measurements to map and record the location of discovery. All osteological finds were taken to the SRSCORP
Laboratory on Piedad for stabilization. On Monday, October 26, 2015, archaeological work was concluded.
On October 29, 2015, the skull was released from the Alaska State Medical Examiner to the Haines Police Department.
The Police Department released the remains to Nancy Anastasia Wiley and was taken to the SRSCORP Laboratory on
Piedad for laboratory analyses.
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS FROM FORENSIC STUDIES ON THE 6.5-Mile SKELETON
Forensic Specialist Kassie Sugimoto conducted a Skeletal Studies class in November 2015, at SRSCORP, the offices and
archaeological laboratory of Dr. Nancy Anastasia Wiley, Haines, Alaska. The class included about 30 hours of lecture and
hands-on instruction with human skeletal remains and was attended by 10-20 local residents. Forensic anthropology is
the applied branch of physical anthropology that attempts to identify skeletonized human remains for legal purposes.
Forensics uses methods gleaned from the hard sciences to assess age, sex, ancestry, stature, and the lifestyle of an
unknown individual. The application of the scientific method and statistical models in forensic methods has created the
ability to scientifically test hypotheses and produce reliable results that can be verified through duplicate testing. Forensic
methods such as osteometrics (skeletal measurements) and non-metric analyses (the analysis of heritable
characteristics) can also be used to study the lifeways (such as diet, disease, demography, gene flow, physical activity,
and trauma) of past populations. Sugimoto used forensic and bioarchaeological methods to help identify the partial
remains of an individual inadvertently discovered at a quarry located in Haines, Alaska.
A human skull fragment was accidently discovered during the construction of a bald eagle mew. After discovery,
SRSCORP attempted to recover the rest of the remains by excavating at the Bald Eagle Foundation and the 6.5-Mile
Quarry. A large cranial fragment (frontal bone), several smaller cranial fragments, a small portion of the pelvis, two leg
bones (femur and tibia), and a tooth were found during recovery. Although the remains are fragmentary and incomplete,
SRSCORP was able to recover enough remains to assess age, sex, stature, and lifestyle.
Age is assessed by one of two ways: growth and development in children and
young adults or the degeneration of bone in older adults. For instance, the two
major leg bones, the femur and tibia, are fully developed and fused (meaning the
cartilage at the ends of the bones had ossified and fused together) by the age of
22. Additionally, dentition is a good way to assess age because dental
development occurs at relatively the same time, regardless of external pressures.
One tooth, a premolar, was recovered from the 6.5-Mile excavation. Premolars
erupt in the mouth by 11 years of age (+/- 30 months) and are in occlusion (in
contact with the other teeth in the mouth) by 12 years (+/- 36 months). Since the
premolar illustrated moderate to severe wear, we can deduce that the tooth was
in occlusion for several years. The premolar, in conjunction with the fused long
bones, indicates that the individual was a young-to-middle adult (22 years old at
minimum).
Sex is usually assessed using the pelvis. Unfortunately, only a portion of the pelvis was recovered. Additionally, the small
pelvic fragment was compromised from extreme water damage and post-mortem (after death) temperature fluctuation.
To estimate sex, Sugimoto used a suite of reliable non-metric bone characteristics. The preliminary results showed that
the skull illustrated both female and male characteristics, but had stronger male traits including a pronounced brow ridge
and external occipital protuberance, which measures the robustness of the back of the head.
Stature was estimated using the femur and tibia. Because the bones were fragmented, the Steele and McKern (1969)
method was used to estimate the maximum length of each bone before calculating the final stature estimation.
Subsequently, the estimated bone lengths were used to estimate the stature by using formulae presented by Auerbach
and Ruff (2110). The Auerbach and Ruff (2110) stature equations were specifically designed for Native North American
groups and were developed using the known (recorded) height of modern populations. Sugimoto used population-specific
equations for Arctic groups to calculate Arctic stature for males, females, and individuals whose sex is unknown. The
results indicate that the Chilkat person was short, most likely ranging between 4’7” and 4’10” in height.
The condition of the leg bones help shed light on the lifestyle of the Chilkat person. The femur (upper leg bone) supports
several muscles. Individuals with more muscle mass will develop robust muscle attachments on the bone. The Chilkat
individual illustrated very robust muscle attachments on the femur, which indicates that the individual was active at the
time of death and maintained very strong legs through their daily activities.
In conclusion, the Chilkat person found at 6.5-Mile Quarry was a probable male, young-to-middle adult, short (4’7”-4’10”),
with robust muscle attachments indicating the individual had very strong legs. Moving forward, SRS INC hopes to further
develop this research by implementing more ethnographic information about Tlingit division of labor, use anthropomorphic
data to clarify the level of sexual dimorphism, and tie in regional biological research to elucidate the population trends in
non-metric analyses.
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KAATX’WAALTÚ /CHOOKANYA TRADITIONAL USE AREA -ETHNOHISTORY/ ARCHAEOLOGY
Written records citing the Chilkat Tlingit village of Kaatx’waaltú are rare,
and what has been said is misleading. The Krause brothers, during their
1881-1882 scientific surveys of parts of Alaska, frequently stated that they
reached the first of the ‘upper villages’ (Kaatx’waaltú), and shortly after,
reached the second upper village at Klukwan (Rasmuson 1993) as they
walked the Chilkat trail. They saw crowds of people, although there were
only 8 houses, and stated that a great many visitors came from far away
to fish specifically at Kaatx’waaltú. During the same time period, the site
was visited continually by Presbyterian missionaries who established an
outpost in the area (Willard 1881-1883). The first Alaskan census by Ivan
Petrof (1884) listed 125 people in Kaatx’waaltú in 1880; by 1890 the
census recorded a gradual increase in houses to 10, documenting 19 families with 70 inhabitants, including 33 males and
37 females (Porter 1893). Two historic photographs reinforce this view of Kaatx’waaltú. A popular pre-1900 Winter and
Pond (1895) historic photograph of the village is centered on a white milled wooden western-style structure flanked by at
least five traditional wooden plank houses captured in the photoframe. The foreground is filled with canoes and people
gathered for a blessing ceremony by a Russian priest, presumably for a potlatch. This is the village representation that
is repeatedly used to characterize Kaatx’waaltú since it seemed to match recorded descriptions. A year earlier, a lesser
known 1894 photograph by John Pratt shows only traditional wooden plank houses without the white milled structure,
indicating that this western-style building was constructed sometime between 1894-1895, before the second census, and
was one of the additional buildings recorded by Porter. The building is the famous ‘Two-Door House’ moved to
Yeindustak.ye, the “lower village,” after a landslide. Then it was moved to Chief Austin Hammond’s place in Haines after
epidemics hit the lower Chilkat River site. It was incorporated into the only remaining Chilkat clan house from those three
villages, Raven House. Kaatx’waaltú has been characterized by historians as deserted pre-1900 due to a disastrous
landslide. However, a search of the archives at the Sheldon Museum and Cultural Center in Haines produced an
additional rare historic photograph of unknown date that shows at least 75 buildings hugging the Chilkat River at
Kaatx’waaltú, spanning an approximate two-mile area which strongly contradicts the common view of a small village and
triggered special research studies.
Since the site had been determined to no longer exist, it was routinely not evaluated for listing on the National Register of
Historic Places by Federal agencies during Section 106 studies. A 2015 CHPO evaluation used information gathered
through two Native Archaeological Training Programs (2013, 2104) to re-evaluate the site. This data included examining:
 9 historic maps (1869-1903);
 7 historic photographs (1894-1919);
 Genealogical studies which listed Kaatx’waaltú as the
birthplace of 7 Donnelly and Cranston family members (18921919);
 6 origin stories which documented
o the founding of this village and nearby Klukwan,
o the original village name nucekaā'yí = ‘people back of
the fort’
o the first war which occurred at this site, and
o the cause of the first landslide by medicine men;
o the first of two medicine men who lived at the site as a
boy
o how killer whale clans became so prevalent at an inland riverine site;
 1920s ethnographic interviews which documented a second war on the village site corresponding with
the end of historic maps, historic photographs, and genealogical evidence.
Archaeological surveys located a wooden plank with hand-hewn adzed marks protruding from the riverbank at the site. A
piece of the plank was removed and submitted to Beta Analytic for radiocarbon dating.
 The results show that, at a 95% confidence level, the plank would date between 1867 and 1919 56% of
the time, the same range as the historic materials listed above [1869-1919], showing site integrity despite
continual landslides.
Kaatx’waaltú appears to qualify for listing on the National Register of Historic Places based on events that have occurred
at the site [Criterion A] and the ability to produce additional historical information important to local history and prehistory
[Criterion D], at a minimum.
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SKG-543, 21-MILE HAINES HIGHWAY SITE SURVEY/ TESTING
This site consists of nine cultural depressions, or pits, and an associated clearing which was reported to contain
subsurface charcoal. A 2011 ADOT & PF report determined that SKG-543 was eligible for listing on the National Register
of Historic Places according to Criterion D (potential to produce information) based on the subsurface charcoal deposit
outside the depressions; the depressions themselves, which were tested during the 2011 survey, were void of charcoal
or cultural material.
A review of SRSCORP of the cultural depressions in the immediate area (13-Mile to 21-Mile) exposed three clusters of
cultural depressions at 13-Mile (SKG-050), 17-Mile (SKG-544) and 21-Mile (SKG-543). Excavations have occurred at 13Mile (Wiley 2011) and 21-Mile (ADOT & PF 2011). In all cases the cultural depressions were found to be sterile. Additional
units and soil borings, or auger sampling, as part of the current Intensive Survey III verified that the cultural depressions
at SKG-543 are all likely void of cultural materials. Research has shown that these were probably food storage pits (Wiley
2011) and may be associated with storing salmon from the Chilkat River or goat, bear, and other game for which the
region is noted.
The major emphasis of this program revolved around attempting to determine the source of the subsurface charcoal found
previously at the site. A 50 cm unit was excavated in the center of the ‘clearing’ and another in depression #8 on the south
edge of the clearing; and a total of 24 auger samples were also bored throughout the site area. Nine augers circled the
clearing, two were placed north and south of Unit #1 in the center of the clearing, and an additional thirteen augers
proceeded south from the clearing in a systematic pattern in order to sample the full horizontal extent of the site (north to
south) and a 20’. The units and eleven auger holes in and around the clearing delineated the presence of charcoal. A
second small concentration was located just south of the clearing. The southern half of the site contained sparse traces
of charcoal. The general distribution of charcoal then varies in density throughout the site.
Additional research on fire and forest succession reveals that in deep cores containing pollen, vegetation changes may
be associated with disturbance episodes indicated by associated charcoal from forest fires. A new vegetation succession
sequence commonly follows the fire,
dominated by young alder and bracken
fern, both of which characterize the SKG543 clearing disturbance at the site. This
information and the lack of any associated
cultural materials suggest that the
charcoal on SKG-543 is natural in origin.
The cultural depressions could also have
been used for storage of goat, bear, or
other game common to the area.
Background research also included review of articles regarding fire and forest history. This research showed that the
disturbance history of an area needs to be examined in order to fully understand local vegetation patterns. In pollen cores,
examined by Les Cwynar, vegetation change was occasionally coincident with charcoal deposits suggesting the following
scenario:
“Repeated fires leave an irregular, patchy distribution of vegetation on the landscape in various stages of
succession. A higher fire frequency would result in a higher proportion of patches in relatively young successional
stages, and thus an abundance of Alnus rubra [Red Alder] and Pteridium [Bracken Fern] on the landscape”
(Cwynar 1987:800).
This area contained mainly young alder and bracken fern (and devil’s club) which corresponds with the circumstance
outlined by Cwynar. It was suspected therefore that the presence of charcoal may be present in small patches on the site
as a result of forest fires, a phenomenon also documented at 13-Mile site SKG-050 (Wiley 2011).
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CHILKOOT VILLAGE SITE COMPLEX INVESTIGATION AND PLACENAME STUDY
In 2012, the Second Native Archaeological Training Program
was conducted at the Chilkoot River Village Complex. This site
was chosen for field study in order to establish site boundaries
for protection against several construction projects envisioned
for this area including DNR, Parks and Outdoor Recreation’s
planned bear viewing platform, and river road re-alignment and
APT’s Connelly Lake hydroelectric project. Again, the class was
co-sponsored by University of Alaska Southeast (UAS), Juneau
campus, SRSCORP, Chilkoot Indian Association (CIA), Chilkat
Indian Village (CIV), Champagne-Aishihik First Nation (CAFN),
Sealaska Heritage Foundation (SHF), and Sheldon Museum
and Cultural Center (SMCC). The students received three
college credits and a certificate of expertise for future grading
monitoring in the Chilkoot-Chilkat Valley region. The class had
ten students including CIA members, CIV participants, two CAFN representatives, and an SRS young Mayan woman who
taught ancient stone tool production techniques.
The site area had previously been surveyed in 1978 by Russell Sackett in order to establish Sealaska historic site claims
under ANSCA. The Sackett survey missed a series of house structures representing an earlier village than the known
historic site at the Chilkoot Cultural Camp. In 2003, Sheldon Museum and Cultural Center sponsored a preliminary survey
of the site when Tom Prang recorded over 200 features adding 10 of these early house structures and remnants of a fish
weir to the site inventory; wood from the weir was radiocarbon dated to over 2000 years ago.
Summer field work consisted of surveying the Old House Site on the hill behind Culture Camp. Five more structures were
identified, photographed, measured, and described by the students, bringing the total to 15 structure pits located, as well
as about 70 storage pits. These features were photographed, measured, drawn, and mapped. In addition, the project
included oral interviews with Tlingit Elders including Sally Burratin, who spent summers at Culture Camp waiting on elder
Tlingit ladies of the time. Through these experiences she heard many stories associated with area place names and
stories. Her testimony encouraged students to start mapping place names and recording stories which became a major
project.
The SRS summer field work researched and mapped 50 place names for the region which revealed that there had been
at least five successive village locations around Chilkoot Lake, Chilkoot River, and upper Lutak Inlet, now including four
early villages; two had been destroyed by landslides, one by flooding, and one was established specifically to house
smallpox victims. Maria Ackerman, CIA member Tim Ackerman’s mother, recorded traditional Tlingit stories about
Chilkoot disasters. In her book she describes an earthquake and landslide, which created a huge flood from Chilkoot
Lake that destroyed the earliest village; bodies were strewn all along the lake and river beaches and the sole survivor
buried them traditionally.
Sally Burattin from Klukwan, who took care of eight elder women at the Culture Camp village when she was a child,
related the same story to the class and identified Léikh'wk' as the red mountain where the knob broke off creating the
flood. CIA member Richard Young named and described the original village during another oral interview. Maria
Ackerman also talked about a flu epidemic that was so devastating that only a few people remained from the village, not
enough to properly bury the dead. Bodies were all placed in a large communal house and the structure was set afire.
At least these two traditional stories were verified by this year’s archaeological work. The archaeological program looked
at subsurface soils deposits through an auger hole series in one of the early house structures. The soils showed a burning
episode followed by flooding (sand layer) and a second burning. The burnt soils were found in all of the auger holes in
the house, showing that the auger samples were not drilled in a firepit, but rather the whole house had been burned.
These results physically documented the recorded traditional stories, including the flood episode and later structure fire
associated with the flu epidemic.
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T’A NOOW, KING SALMON FORT, 13-MILE HAINES HIGHWAY ARCHAEOLOGY
The first Native Archaeological Field Class was conducted between 2010-2011 at 13-Mile Haines Highway, the Klaney
Cabin Site and archaeological site, SKG-00050, T’a Noow (also known as ‘King Salmon Fort’). An ADOT & PF pedestrian
survey (IIC) during 2006-2010 resulted in locating a collapsed wooden structure and 35 ground depressions, or pits. DNR
Forestry, who could not verify the locations of the pits as mapped, contacted SRSCORP to conduct a re-survey of the site
and accurately map all 35 pits so that their proposed access road could be placed a safe distance away and avoid site
impacts. SRS teamed with the Anthropology Department from the University of Alaska Southeast (UAS) Juneau campus,
Chilkat Indian Village (CIV), and Chilkoot Indian Association (CIA) and conducted a Native Archaeological Training
Program where the Chilkat/Chilkoot participants received undergraduate class credits and a certificate of competency for
archaeological grading monitoring.
The program resulted in extensive background on the known
owner of the on-site cabin, Chilkat Native Gus Klaney. A
genealogy was prepared by a Native participant who was his
great-great-granddaughter. Oral interviews and archival
research, and other student projects, revealed definitively
that Gus Klaney used the site during winter months as a
trapping-cabin and way-station for guiding hunters and
trappers, particularly Port Chilkoot military. Photographic panoramas, architectural renderings, and surface artifact
mapping were used to document the cabin. One of the 35 pits was recorded by DOT as an outhouse, but an additional
pit was found to be remains of a second structure, a bathhouse or saunty (sauna). The other pits appeared to group in
clusters. Two square pits near the house and sauna may be for Klaney’s personal storage in wooden boxes. Nearby,
round conical pits appear to have been associated with small shallow pits. The conical pits in these clusters may have
been used for dog food storage for Klaney and Port Chilkoot soldier dog teams during the winter months. The small
shallow pits may have held buried foothold traps, while food storage pits acted as ‘bait’ for furbearing animals. Finally, the
pits located nearest the highway were the largest and deepest, and given the local glacio-isostatic rebound for this area,
were under water until around the 1920s; they were therefore likely associated with Port Chilkoot military activities and/or
road material mining.
Collectively, ethnographic, archaeological, and ecological lines of inquiry
were investigated in order to define when the structures and pits were used
at 13-mile. Ethnographic evidence narrowed the occupation to the lifetime of
Gus Klaney (1883-1948), and within that range to his active adult life (ca.
1900-1940). Childrearing and military service consumed the early years of
his adulthood (1912-1920+) placing him actively at the site between the
1920s and 1940s with his granddaughter testifying that she visited him there
as a child in the late 1930s. Archaeological data, based on maker’s marks
and the manufacturing styles of a glass pickle jar, coffee can, and embossed
metal stove front, collaborate information documented through oral
testimonies. Detailed analyses of all three artifacts provided congruous data,
effectively and definitely limiting the date range from the 1920s to the 1940s;
this, therefore, suggests that the most intensive occupation of the site was during the 1930s. Ecological evidence was
based on the analysis of seven tree-ring cores taken from trees within the established site area. The tree-ring data
indicated that the oldest tree, tested within the pit area, began growing around 1890 and the youngest two trees both had
a start date of 1940; start dates for five trees more specifically clustered between 1920 and 1940. Glacio-isostatic rebound
studies for the region have allowed for calculating that this area was under water until about 1920. The earliest trees
correlate with some dry patches; the majority pinpoints when the western edge of the site was above water and could
have accommodated tree growth and human occupation. The largest pits along the western edge of the site, on the
current water’s edge, could not have been dug until this time, which places them in association with Gus Klaney’s tenure.
What this implies is that the at the turn-of-the century, the site landscape was much more open than today, providing room
to accommodate large dog sled teams and canoe-making as ethnographic evidence as indicated. The forest began to
grow within the site area essentially from the 1920s to the 1940s; even as much as 50 years ago, this area was not heavily
forested according to local Native Sonny Williams (2010). Only recently has the forest developed from an open canopy,
sparsely forested area to the closed, densely populated forest we see today.

